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Introduction

I.

h.

1-1.

Emotion

corrrplete eIl'lotion t s a cO:'lb

af:f'ect

tion of subjective

objective em.otional stress:

gestures, pos-

tures, facial movements, vocal expression and m.odu1ation,
and Tilt=my visceral ohanges.
:-lDd

vt tal element:;

subjective (45).

c). I}

J\.ffect is the most central

~:;lnotioJ1,

i

tel}"

e"~ernalJ~:~l

Af:Ject denotes the emot.ional conative

aspect of all mental acti vi ty, ''lith the recognition that
feelings of pleasure or pain are conditioned by and in
turn act v.pon che course of such I1.ental aoti vi ty, furcherOl~

che

it in uroDortion to their

ll.si ty (

\

I •

.i:..f:t'ecti vi ty, acc:ording ·tio lvi.acCurdy, is the de"cermining
element in our acts and omissiQllS, directing our attention as viell as our lNhole behavior, and determining the
direction of our endeavors; vJl:1ile logic and ju.d&:;rnent seem
only the servants that show the i;my to the goal and furnish the necessary apparatus.

The affective faculties

represent the eIl1otional propensities peculiar to man.
ri.ffecti vi ty, 'If/hen unusually res_)onsi ve a.nd in the presence of defective reflective T)OWer, causes by its exaggerated action morbid syndromes &s seen in the psychoses.

-.

- 2 -

hlcDougal divides emotions into primary, secondary,
and derived.

Primary emotions owe their specific quali-

ties largely to the visceral sense impressions made by
the bodily adjustments that accompany instinctive strivings.

(:lecondary emotions are made u]) of blended primary

emotions vlhich, in turn, aTe made up of two or more instinctive impulses excited simultaneously.
emotions or

eli

ar18e in 0he course

Derived
the

of any strong impulse or tendency, the emotion being dependent on or derived from the worJdng of the impulse
form of desire.

These emotions arise,only in

the course of' actively =oronrpted and sustained desire.
In short, the derived emotions are affections and 1'eelings, in the strict sense of the word, resulting from
fundamental feelings of pleastl.re or lJaln and acco1:1panied
develo)ed~)o\lers

of imatinatiol1 and an intellectual

capacity to conjoin Dlaasure with pain.
13.

lvloods

i-en emotion normally subsides into
l:;l1e exei teELent~-Jholly passes away.

(3

mood before

:'.ood is the perSiS-Ei-

ent emotion prolonged after any thought of the object.
Persistent moods may become :morbid, as in the aff'ecti ve
states of the neurotic and the psychotic.

hloods, by

their repetition of corresponding conceptions, sustain

the affect at the expense of effect on somatic and visceral expression until a level is reached at '1:vhich t,here
is an entire absence of reaction att;he lower level (4,1).
Some moods are largely due to organic conditions,
If/hich, in chemical 8,nd in other vvays, predispose the subjectto this or that kLl1Q of emotional excitement.

In

cases of long persistent morbid moods, one naturally suspects the presence of an organic factor as in the affectful ideas of the manic-depressive patient (48).
le disturbances of the affects may depend upon

,-

changes in the brain or in the chemistry of the organism,
a certain constitution, usually congenital, seems to be
a prerequisite in most cases..

:rhe hysteric, the paran-

oic are born different from healthy people.

In all men-

tal diseases, the syrnptoms are largely an expression of
the affective condition.

Congenital anomalies, injuries,

and diseases ofGhe brain, disturbances of nutrition,
intoxications and infections plus

~he

prolonged action

of at' ects form, in varied array and admixture, the
basis upon which psychopathic reactions occur (4).
C.

Vegetative System

'rhe pathway for emotional reaction on visceral
fUIlction is the vegetative system.

Thj.s comprises the

- 4 autonomic system and the endocrine sysGem.

'L'he endocrine

glands appeared before the outbudding of the involuntary
nervous system, regulating body metabolism by hormonal
control.

Later these two great divisions joined under

one system to regulate and maintain particularly all visceral function of tone, motility, glandular Ewti vi ty,
sensitivity and absorption.
db rain ,

The central gray, or

w~i:1ich

surrounds the

third ventricle, or hollovv space of the prilnary anterior
vesicle of the brain is supposed to be the seat of the
elementary vital and vegetative functions of life (64).
On both sides of the third ventricle lies the optic thalamus, the old iml)Ortant center of the vlho18 sensibility.
in the medulla or bulb, the enlarged portion of the cord,
at its junction with the midbrain or mesencephalon, is
localized the im.portant centers of respiration and circUlation.

It is by outgrowth from the midbrain and m.ed-

ulla and the neural crest of

1.:;

he embryonal stem that the

vegetative nervous system developed, to form three distinct groups of neurons:

one vd th its origin in the

midbrain and bulb; one from the neural crest to form the
'
1 a t era 1 gang l la,

L.

~

connec~ea

."

Wl~n

.,

~ne

,

,

. '

~noraClC

an d' upper

lumbar segments of the cord, and a third in the sacral
se@;ments of the cord.

The m.iddle group is called the

sympathetic nerves; the remaining two, the 1jaras;}rrrrpathetic;

- 5 -

the third, seventh, ninth, and tenth cranial nerves and
the pelvic nerve fOr:L;'1 the latter division of the system.
'Ihe vegetative nervous system remains connectect by afferent and efferent fibers uith the central nervous system,
so that one may affect the other.

kioreover,

ci

number of

specialized vegetative nerve cells remain within the
cerebrospinal axis, thereby accounting for the occurrence
of vegetative phenomena in certain diseases of ·G11e brain.
D.

:t'arasynrpathetic and ;:l:yrrlpathetic Nerves
The parasym.pathetic nerves, 'lIhen stimulated, in-

crease visceral motor and secretory activity.

'1 11e
1

sym-

pathetic nerves inhibit visceral function, except to some
structures like the

lomotor muscles, sweat glands, most

of the blood vessels,

fa:;Llo~)ian

tubes, uterus, vagina,

vas deferens, and seminal vesicles and ureters, to which
no pa.:rasy:m.pathetic fibers travel; here the syrnps:t.hetic
nerves may either incIease or inhibit motor or secretory
acti vi ty.

11.'he parasympathetic fi hers running to the

intesLine end in gar;tglions in the muscle coats and
mucus, the plexuses of Auerbach and Meissner, respecti vely.

"1'he sym:patheti c or sphlanchnic nerves originate

in the thoracolumbar region of T;he spinal cord vlith
their cell stations in the lateral ganglions on each
side of the vertebral column, and also in the collateral
ganglions grouped to form especially the celiac or solar

- 6 -

ple).'Us and [:;he inferior mesenteric plexus .i'he sympathetic nerves are connected by ,\;vhi te and gray rami to the
spinal nerves of the voluntary nervous system, SUPE)lying
ehe skin and muscles of the torso and extremities.

I'he

parasympathetic nerves are connected to certain of the
cranial nerves, but especially to Ghe fifth or trigeminal.
I'he t,\;vo systems are

a~::;sumed

to be in a sLate of equilib-

rium, similar to that in an alternating current of stimulation and inhibition.

An excitability of the vagosacral

side is called vagotonia; of the s:)l1Hpathetic,· sympathicotonia.

An

atony or paralysis of one

sid(~

will cause

a relative tonicity of the other side.
The vagotonic type of person is reserved and colc1blooded, and tas a slow 1Ju1se, hypotension, contracted
pupil, deep, closely set eyes, a cool pale skin
sweats easily and

~9atchily

~lich

and clall1.'1lY hands and feet.

He is subject to hypercholorhydria, spastic colon;
low blood sugar, hyperinsulinemia; calcium deficiency;
chronic anaphylactic states, hay-"fever, asthma, EmgJoneurotic edema, urt·icaria; migraine and epilepsy and
vertigo.

He is relieved by the administration of atro-

pine, epinephrine, calcium, ammonium chloride, parathormone, and reduction in the intake of sodium (61).

- 7 j]:le ,s;}rmpathicotonic person i s lively and excitable,
TJith a raJ)id heart rate,

hyl~)er

t:.e:Clsion, dilated pUJ)ils,

rosy color, livarID, dry skin and prominent eyes; he has a
high blood sugar .tLe tends to suffer from sl;JW digestion
and atonic constipation due to stasis, spasm of various
sphincters, eczema, pruritus, hyperesthesias, myalgias
and pains over the main arterial trunks.
iciency of l:'tagnesium.

'1'here is a de1'-

'l'hey are relieved by pilocarpine,

magnesium, and morphine.

The synl})athetic nervous system

vith its connections with the thyroid and suprarenal
glands, liver, brain, skeletal muscles, and cardiovascular
system is stimulated by fear, anger, shock, or 'Jain, to

-

form the mechanism of defense, attack, or flight; and of
Lhe consbrvation of visceral function by inhibition.

II.

Efrect of Psychogenic Influences on ~ecretory
of Gastro-Intestinal Tract

~hase

The gastro-intestinal tract is a motor-secretory
apparatus, the functioning of which is largely the result
of the interaction of -(:;he nerve pathivays just described "'that stimuli aroused by the emotional state of the individual may proctl1ce profound variat.ions in the functioning
of this system, it is the pur:pose of (,his paper to Drove.
From tiLle irnmemorial it has been knovm to man that
under the influence of psychic stimuli the salivary
glands prepare for the approaching feast, but only in the
last century has it been knovm Ghat the gastric glands
re spond 111<:e1;vi se •
Fen emotional disturbanceaf:t'ecting the alimentary
canal is capable of

s~artillg

a vicious circle; the st

llant food, unprotected by abundant juice, naturally

Ul1-

dergoe s bacterial fermen"Gation, with· the formation of
gasses and ir1'1 talYG decomposi tion
turn may produce

m~Lld

I)l~oduces.

These in

inflammation or be absorbed as

subs-Cances disturbing to metabolism.

J'he imDortance

of avoiding, as far as possible, the iriitial states of
vlOrry and anxiety, and of not perrni tting grief and
anger and other violent emotions to prevail unduly, is
not co;araonly understood, for the subtle changes wrought

-

by

t~he,:)(j

";j

-

emotional disturbances are not brought to con-

sciousness, and are clearly lc.'1O\tJ1:1 solelyt:.hrough physiological studies.

o~

Just as feelings

comfort and peace

of mind ?ere funda'llental to normal digestion, so discmnfort and I:1ental discord may be fundamental to disturbed
diges~ion.

In recent physiological

s~udies

bf

~he

ali-

msntary canal, the importance of emotional states to
normal digestion has recsi ved strildng confirlnation, the
motili ty and secretory

·rtC ti vi ty

have ootll been proved to

be closely dependent on the nature of the excitation in
the central nervous system (16).
Pavflow's (56) \Jell knmm observations shovred ·the im-·
-oorta:lce of

~-I

:ee11

for food in start

tile sec:retior13

tely confirned by stUdies on

s c' c

eso:nhu€;e8.1 obstr1J.ction (ind

ric

f~i s"tl.llc1.

Not only is it true

~hat

secretion is' favored
mas~ication,

by pleasurable sensations during

feelings such as vexation
Iil[l J

or

ions3.re

D.C

eO.

but also
SO.rile

()f'

f1

crstion (loy.
CjiJ.3 -Ghat Blondlot (9) first noticed,

- ";;.11e Vlor};:ine:; i.·Ti tll ani:;.,lals \Tith

Q

gastric fistula, that

~

pear

of food could cause secretion to 8.p-

~~G~i~g

the o]ening, and nine years later,

i~

elder
f OU. llCl

t.l.llirnal s
~

even the sight of food 1rould cause

c

j"Llice

00 flm1.

Heyer
Llelrcs ~

ln6 experi-

lie IlleIltiol1S

Gorc;et on a girl t\!Emty yern's old Ylho, in her fLcst
years of life, had suf!eJ:'sd

tric hernia.

From

developed tJ1rough inflmrmlCltion and adhesiOI1S

,-

u.

iF

in free cOYJ1rimnioutiol1 \iitYt the surface.
StOL1(10~:11?

i11

S

n SlllS.ll

staGe produced liquid Y.'ithout

-bile :fo_st

free hydrochloric acid.

Under psychic infblence (talk
Qijl0unt VJas produced vlith

.15 per cent free hydrochlJric acid

acidiGY increased from .17 per cent to .80 per

~otal

cent

l·

Y;

U

1')-,if,
I

-Ghis experhlelrt..
.~c~1,10~+e~hpch
. .,..,>
.l"",_
•.)..J
.L_"-,,,-,......

1:3 irailal?

(ocun) on tVJO patients with total
I

stricture ofGlle esoI,llugu8 s.nd
found, also, that
or abolish the

laten~

effec~

Obso-..2vatic)11S Yler:e

trio fistula.

He

un::;>leasurable atfects dimini
C~l

o"cheriJise "lould increase

;:,8cration, and that :pleasurable and unplaasurable affects have an inverse efrect.
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Inte:resting is Bogen's (34) expe:riment on a child
old with oesophageal stenosis
th:ree and one half "\Tears
,;
ami

G~13tric

fistula.

In the feeding of milk and meat,

the food itself always remained c8.1).ght in the di verticulurn
:resulting uniformly in psychic secretion.

Bogen

ViaS

Gtruc};;:

by the fact that before the beginning of the experiment,
hydrochloric acid, which had not been present previously,
sudd.enly a}Jpeared in the juice.

This hap:oened every tL;,e

after he had talked vlitll the nurse about the meat the
child was to have.
ex:periment:

He then carried out the follo 1rving

forty Gimes the child

VJaS

fed

meat, and

a trumpet sounded simultaneously; then the truL'(get vms
;30unded but no feeding ivas given, and this was accompanied by secretion of gastric juice ivi th free hydrochloric
[lcld.

Bogen fOij_nd, furthermore, that if the child be-

came angry because of not receiving the lTleat there VIaS
no secretion ·when the meat was f'inally given.
]\i~any

investiga-tors have criticised such evidence

on various grounds, implying the animal experiments did
not represent an analogous state of affairs in men, and
that human subjects vIi th fistulas could be questioned as
pathological.

A

certain grouJJ of men felt that experi-

rnents conducted on humans under.' hypnosis viould furnish
more conclusive evidence.

-

l,-dolf IVleyers (47) cOIDlnenting

- 12 -

on hypnosis as an experimental basis for studying the
effect of emotions on the gastrointestinal tract states
that the best opportunity we have of determining this
experimentally is probably 'Ni th hypnosis, because ·chere
we have in our possession a method of ind1J.cing, also,
less conscious experiments practically dissociated from
the general trend, but as closely active or potent as
definitely conscious ones.
Heyer (34) conducted a series of experiments on
human subjects under hypnosis.

Individuals having been

carefully examined and found to have healthy gastro-intestinal tracts "vere hypnotized.
fine sound was introduced into the

In deep hypnosis a
sT~omach

of these sub-

j ects, they knO\ving nothing about T;he ex:oeriment.

'l'he

Ilemptyll stomacn content was first pumped, but, if after
this, no secretion occurred for ten minutes, the subject
vms given the suggestion of taking a cup of bouillon,
a slice of bread, or a glass of mill\:.

Swallovving was

prevented by hypnotic command, and the saliva flow·ed out
of the mouth.

After the latency period of two to ten

minutes, there was always a plentiful flO\v of juice
through the sound.

1'he juice vIas collected every five

minutes and examined as to quantity, acidity, and
albumin digestive potency.

The absolute quantity seemed

to correspond to the vividness of the suggestion as it

- 13 Vias received.
In the course of these experiments, i.e., at a tille
when the Gastric secretion was vlell under way, these subjects were subjected to vivid affects:

fear, fright, and

worry on one hand; joyful expectation on t:.he other.

'l'hese

affects regularly disturbed the flow, irrespective of
their euphoric or dysphoric nature, although the effect
of the dysphoric ideas worked more quickly.

;,ihen the

disturbing sensation vms retracted, in time, the secretion
usually began aGain.
Bennet and Venables (7) using hypnosis for the :purpose of determining the effect of psychic stimuli on secretion reT)ort the following results:
(1)

Suggestion of nausea resulted in almost complete inhibition of secretion.

(2)

Suggestion of' hunger resulted in an increase
of acidity, and an increase in emptying time.

(3) Suggestion to create anxiety resulted in increase in acidity, and a notable

del~y

in

emptying.
'1.'he vvork of these men has clearly demonstrated the
remarkable changes Hhich may take place in gastriC secretions as a result of psychic influences.

VJhat about

- 14 the other secretions of the

giges~ive

tract, the pan-

creas, the gallbladder, the liver?
Intuitive knowledge of the connection between emotions and bile-goes back to the Irlllelancholia tl of the
ancients, and finds its· expression in many common turns
of speech.

Only receI:tly, however, has scientific ob-

servation confirmed tlJ.is intui ti ve knowledge, first by
F

an accidental observation made by Oechsler (55).

\&ile

an anEnal Vias being dissected in the laboratory, a dog
vd th a gallbladder fistula stand:Lng nearby became great-

ly excited and Oechsler observed the following:

The

bile which theretofore had been flowing regularly vii thout interruption suddenly ceased to flovl at the begin. ning of the excitement; for tVlenty minutes, that is as
long as the excitement lasted, there vms not a drop of
bile.

Only. after that length of time did the secretion

begin to

COE18

back Slovlly.

Another dog whose pancreatic

secretion had been stimulateG!' bya plentiful meal was
angered by being throvm a cat.

In a few minutes the

pancreatic secretion stop-:;ed allnost entirely.

In a

third ex:periment, when the secretion was well uCLder way,
the dog was excited se:x:ually by being shovm a bi"tch in
heat, and made angry by detention.

.,::;.gain the floVl

sto:p:ped, but almost became normal after sexual grabification ivas -permitted.

- 15 -

Hecently Dobreff (23) made an extensive study on
dogs vvith gallbladder fistula and gall duct fistula.
'ehe dogs 'INere annoyed by being shovm a cat.

In tVlenty-

three experiments with dogs having gall bladder fistula
there vms a marked inhibition of bile secretion in ten
cases, in eight cases the secretion

~topped

entirely.

In

fifteen experiments vfi th dogs having duct fistula, there
was markecl inhi bi tion of secretion in eight cases, . in
six of which secretion stopped entirely; in one case there
VlaS

only a slight decrease of secretion.
Langhenrich (42) ha·s investigated this phase of the

problem on human subjects by means of hypnosis.

.fA

sound

was introduced into the duodenum after hypnosis VIas complete.

I'Ji th the suggestion, bouillon, there was alvmys

after half an hour:

(1) liver bile in small quantities

and constant secretion; (2) trypsin in relatively small
amounts.

v1ith the

Su{;~;gestion

of sweet butter the secre-

tion was the same the first twenty-five to thirty minutes following the suggestion.

.After this period, how-

ever, the secretion of bile began to be much more
copious and of longer duration; moreover, the last portions were dark brown to green in color, i.e., bladder
bile~

Comparison of the various series of fi§,"Ures shows

three facts.

(1) with the suggestion of fat, bile se-

cretion is Illore plentiful than vvi th the suggestion of

- 16 bouillion; (2) with the sugGestion of fat, there is secretion not only of thick, yellow liver bile, but also of
dark brovm bladder bile; (3) with the suggestion of fat
the tryptic digestion of albumin is greater.
:l~.

Vvhittkmver (66) studied the effects of various

affects on bile secretion.

His procedure V:las as follows:

Y,Jhile the stLbject vvas under hypnosis the bile v!hich flov!Ted s"pontaneously from the duodenal sound vvas caught in
test tubes vvhich Vfere changed every five minutes.
gestions "vere given of four affects:
iety, and annoyance.

,-

Sug-

joy, sorrow, anx'-

He found uniformly, in a series of

more than twenty experiments that joy, sorrow, and anxiety
increased bile secretion, bringing about an increase of
two to six ti:cnes.

;1.'he effect was almost inIQeCtiate with

the beginning of the suggestion and subsided

eq~ally

sharply.

Annoyance, on the other hand occupies a unique

position.

For the duration of the annoyance, the bile

secretion was entirely or alTIlost entirely :inhibited.

He observed qualitative changes in the bile, gaining the
impression that bile accompanying joy is especially light.
He summarizes as folloViTS:
right

u~)per

(l) certain sensations in the

abdominal region, after annoyance, aTe to be

explained by spasm of the bile ducts; (2) the digestive
pro cess in a person who is annoyed may follovJ" a course

-

similar to that of obstructive icterus; (3) psychic

/

- 17 processes may constitute a contributing factor in icterus
as vvell as in gall stone formation.
Ivy (37) viri ting on pancreatic secretions concludes:
we are convinced that there is a ce1;halic =ohase of external pancreatic secretion as observed from effect of
sight

and smell of food in a dog with pancreatic fistula.

fuestow (57) states that sight and odor of food frequently
stimUlate t,he flow of bile, whereas excitement occasionally has an inhibitory effect.

Molleen (50) says that in

psychoneurotic patients the secretion of the

~ancreatic

juices is inhibited and ehe volume conseCtuen.tly diminis
ed; but also its en:2;y[l1atic content is also diminished or
altered.

Indeed, I'lith all the factors that may influence

pancreatic secretion, it would be surprising if C01TI1;laints
from the gastro-intestinal tract were not forthcoming.
Bayden (13) states that when a patient is suddenly subjected to the odor of fried bacon, there ensues e. momentary discharge of bladder bile.
Little is IG10vm of -ehe eX:Jent to vvb.ich the various
liver functions are influen ced by l;sychic factors.
ii.l varez (4) in a communi cation \"li th ·,lilder quotes hiIn
as saying

~hat

the sudden exacerbations of diabetics

often seen in patients undergoing psychic strain are
probabl~

fUllction.

due to changes emotionally !)roduced in hepatic

(~lkan

(1) eli sou81.'oes, in oonsiderable detail, the

psychology of the bile passages and the role played by
psychio factors in Ghe acute flare-ups of chronic cholecystitis and in ohole
111t11

.3~rgeon

stone formation.

ll.as 11.ad tllose anlloyiI1€; OB.se f~

.~very

':l~.Lere

abdom-

[:1 stone

and not even a kink
8ion

or an

ch could explain the colic: ','fhereas if

lau:3hing one to scorn, the gall
body of the narcotized

~atient

-+-

'd

D

:...:

'fhese are the non-infected

(*.t.

sign of spasm.

rs in which the

<::3$::'ic vagotonic obstruction led Sililply to
hypertonic retention in

-

cJ::: 8nrpties

elininatlon of the central stimulus.
~.
lS

ilIcterus ex emotionel?

tes:

Marchiafara (46)

,:n to JJhysicians anQ. la J'111en; but only Vii th the

latter is this Imovlledge of

oon;1.ection betHeen

eLlO~

tion and ioterus so ingrained through hel'edi ty'cha t in
every case of icterus
factor

lS

•

~luestion

as toche emotional

:notes that uhereas, as a rule, the

course of emotional icterus is short D31d the outcome
favorable, maligne.nt case s do occur.
cases

"icterus ex emotione\!

He cites tvfO fatal

re~ported

by llorgagni as

early as 1765, and rel)orts three cases of his own observa,.!ciOll.

- 19 ~Chut

the flov1 of intJef:/dnal juice may likevvise be

st.o:nJed by distressi::lg emotions is indicated by the
experience of hacel/ven (44) with a young man vlho had a
large opening into the cecum.
recei ved bc1d

it

n81':lS,

VIEtS

One day vJhen the

tient

noticed Ghat the I!1U.COUS membrane

had lost its luster and its usual coating of moisture.
It VIas noticed, also, that the material coming dovm from
the small bOVJ61 became acid, and vhe man COIlllJlained of
C. 1:3. }'arr and C. ~i. J~ueders (43) con-

feeling 1ibiliousH.

clude from a study of forty-six cases of mental disorder:
I1Depressing emotions ap}Jear to exert an inhibiting ef-

,-

fect on gastric and even on duodenal secretions."
it may be concluded

,~hat

'1'hus

emotional stimuli exert a very

definite influence upon the secretions of the gastrointestinal tract.

HOVi far-reaching these effects may

prove to be is speculative at; this time, but it seems
reasonable to believe that disturbances of secretion
interfering with normal physiology may play a part in
organic disease far greater than is nOVf believed.

But

'i'ihat of the effect of 6I;lOtions on tIle motor functions of
the gastro-intestinal tract?

.-.

/

Ill.

Effect of l:'sychogenic Influences on hiotor h. cti vi ty
of Gastro-Intestihal Tract
Not only are the secretory activities of the stomach

unfavorably affected by strong emotions; the movements of
Cehe stomach as \:ell, and indeed, the moverr. ents of almost
the entire alimentary canal are v;rholly stopped during
excitement (16)

The purging effect of fear and anx1ety

is quite I'vell l\:noviITI.
"+
lu

One of the earliest references to

is to be found in Ghei'aylor Cylinder in VJhich

Sennacherib (about 700 B.C.) describes h1s battle vrith
two young kings of IUam.

He says:

liThe veheme:nce of my

battle line lilee a bull overvlhelmed them •••• to save the1r
lives they trampled over the bodies of their soldiers and
fled.

Like young captured birds they lost courage.

th their urine they defiled their chariots and let fall
their excre~~ients. H
The most striking evidence of psychic increase in tone
and acti vi ty

seen tn a j oIly bon-vivant whose anal

VITa8

s)h1ncters had been destroyed by a series of operations
for fistulas.

;~s

a resul t~"

many of the rush v;Javes dOVin

the bowel, instead of stopping as they normally do at
the ileocecal sphincter or somewhere in the colon, ran
on and

~produced

a bowel movement.

l;he interesting point

is that in tll.is man the E?ight and sUlell and even thought
of food produced rushes.

.i:mother man vlith an opening in

- 21 the abdominal wall, in "\lhich a small balloon, connected
by rubber tubing to a tarnbour, was passed into the small
bowel, exhibited an increase in intestinal acti vi ty Ii/hen
questioned about his favorite foods.

i\: sirrJ.lar increase

'Has abserved in a lYOman 'Hi th a large rupture.

1'his al-

lovved elle bowel to escape under a trdn covering of skin
lI;hich only slightly concealed t.he rhythmic movements.
One day when, for a ti:c::ce, the loops had been quiet, the
nurse apP3F).red with luncheon and wi thin a few seconds, a
peristaltic wave rushing dOlvn the bowel \vas seen (4).
'rakahashi (63) found if he fed cats I'li th a spoon
the stomach emptied slov!ly, vlhereas, if he allowed them
.

to eat by themselves, it enrptied more rapidly.

Another

group found that a barium m.eal left the stomach more
rapidly if it was Tn.ade sornevJhat i)alatable (50).

Accord-

ing to Conheirn. and Dreyfuss (19) the stomach emptied with
'big spurts (through duodenal fistula) vJhen a thirsty dog
ViaS

shovm water or food.

Carlson and I..uckhardt (18)

noticed in a dog that sight and smell of food initiated
contractions in the esophagus.

'1'1:1is observation was con-

firmed by Borchardt (12) vlho worked vii th similar loops.
Similarly Katsch (39) while vmrklng vlith.a rabbit in
which part of the abdominal wall was replaced by a celluloid window, noticed that when he showed the animal a
carrot and then let it eat, the whole digestive tract

/
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iElll1edia-tely becmue active.

La terLhe rabbi'[:; came so to

associate its pre sence in the laboratory 'Ni th feeding t;hat
as soon as it came into the room the bOVlel became active.
1'I.ccording to Hannes (29), the ileocecal sphincter, ordinarily relaxed during periods of starvation, tightens not
only when food is given, but also 'llhen it is seen and
desired.
Hurst and Nevvton (35) Vlere one day vmtching vd th the
roentgenoscope the bismuth filled ileum of a wi:::lll1an, when
some food vva.s brought into the room, and probably because
of an increase in the tone of the muscle, the lower small

-

intestine promptly emptied its

OJ

ntents into the colon.

The view that ton&city of the neuromllsclature is a
fundamental necessity 1'or the ap:oearance of rhythmic
movements harmonizes many diverse observations.
"
In agreemenlt Wl t'
-n 'c;ne
•

.L.

•

' .
0 b SerVa1ilOn

It is

,- "- vlOrry, anXl8
. uy,
-ChalJ
.L.

and distress stop gastro-intestinal movements, for such
states, accompanied by sphlanchnic impulses, abolish
tonus (17).

Brunsvlick (15) made a very 6xtens1 ve 1n-

vestigation upon the effect of emotional stimuli upon
tonici'ty of the intestinal tract, and concludes:
'ronus changes of stomach and rectum in emotions are
demonstrated by experiments with the balloon method.
'1'l1e specificity of the changes al;pears limited to d:tLferentia-
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tion betvJeen pleasant and unpleasant emotions, vd th the
possible specific effect

in~he

s~omach

in the case of

disgust.
One might expect a certain amount of malfunction in
the motor apparatus of patients frankly psychotic, if
observations cited above are correct.

Henry (31) made

observations on about four hundred mental patients suffering from all kinds and degrees of emotional disorders.
Speci al attentions were paid to the l')osi tion, tone, and
motility of stomach and intestines.

It was soon noticed

that certain digestive conditions were peculiar to different kinds of emotional disorders.

'1.'he patients were

accordingly divided into groups shovling similar types
of emotional reactions sot.hat a comparison might be
made of digestive functions to determine a normal standard for further comparison.
Observations were made on a group of incli viduals
v1ho were free from nervous and mental illnesses and from
emotional disturbances.

Conclusions are based on x-ray

studies.
(1)

'Ehere is an intimate relationship betv{een
emotional disorders and digestive functions.

(2)

Persons VJho feel unusually well are exhilarated
and have an excess of energy seldom have
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digestive disturbances.

Their digestive

functions are more rapid and more effective
than nonnal.
(3)

Persons who feel unhappy, lack energy, and have
difficulty in attending to ordinary daily tasks,
frequerLtly have digest.i ve disturbances and
shovr marlred sluggishness in diBesti ve function.

(4)

'rhe more intense -elle emotional disturbance or
conflict, the more the digestive processes are
disordered.

(5)

Persons who are intensely depressed or perl)lexed may retain food residue ln the body for
over two vveeks.

llurther investigatj,ons on definite types of psychotic patients were made by Henry (33) and he reported the
following conclusions from roentgenological observations
in fifty-one cases of schitzophrenia:

(1)

Definitive changes in gastro-intestinal motor
functions are found in schJ.tzo:phrenic.

(~;)

fDle more acute the psychosis is, the more

abnormal are the c:>lc.nges.

(3)

Gastro-intestinal motor functions are normal
in chronic deteriorated causes of schitzophre11.ia.

-

(4)

~~5

-

The visceral reaction to intense emotions
in acute schizophrenia is analogous to that
observed in lower animals Yfhen experiencing
fear, rage, or other intense emotions.

(5)

In acute schizophrenia sympathetic control of
certain functions and concomitant autonomic control of other functions contributes to disorganization of

(6)

diges~ive

processes.

In acute schizophrenia the colon is more susceptible to c3ympa-::;hetic control.

(7)

In 70 per cent of acute, actively hallucinating

c~ses

of schizophrenia there is retention

of barium or food residue in the colon for a
period longer than five days.
In 1931 Henry (32) reports the following general
conclusions from roentgenological observations in ninetysix cases of
(1)

manic-de~oressive

psycfuosis:

Definitive changes in visceral functions
occur in Inanic-depressi ve Dsychoses.

(2)

Hypomanic patients present a marked increase
in visceralbension and motility.

(3)

In TrJ.anic patients visceral function has already passed the limit of acoeleration and
begins to be retarded.
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(4)

Depressed natients T)resent a mar'ked decrease in
visceral tension and motility.

(5)

Gastro-intestinal hYIJotonic i ty and hypomotility
are most exaggerated in those depressed patients
who are described as being retarded, hypochondriacal, confused or perplexed.

(6)

(rhe average tim.e req.uired for a hypomanic
patient to evacuate a bariul1l.ized meal is fOl'tyseven hours.

'.rhe investigation of raotor function by hypnosis was
carried out by H. Heilig and H. noff' (30) and described
as follows:
Immediately follo-vling the ingestion of the barium
meal, the subjects VJere observed in the waking state
fluoroscopically, and then put under hypnosis.
the subjects were given the sugge
different food.

Some of

ion of taking an in-

(Chewing and sVlallmiTing movements were

prevented to exclude the reflex effect of these processes).

On the suggestion of aversion for foodGhe

authors observed the follovving:

Peristalsis which until

then had been normal Emel rhyth:mical, leased completely;
the stomach, previously v'lel1 contracted, became atonic;
empt;ying of the stomach with consequent filling of the
bulbus "md rhyt:tl111ical passage through the cluodenull,
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having occurred:')reviously at reGular intervals ceased
entirely.

When the hypnotist increased -ehe feeling of

disgust, reverse con'tractions of the stomach occur:c'ed
\Jith hackvlard motion of the content up through the cardia.
i t VIas Dossihle to change this l)icture completely within

one minute, if the idea of disgust was replaced by the
idea of relish of T:he f:;;ame food.

The stomach returLled

to -Glie :Jrevious state c..',f tonus; -elle level of secretion
became visibly

gher; -peri s-cal tic vrave s followed each

were deeper, and resulted in Tllarkedly ac celerated emptying of [,he stomach.
'l'hus from the nccumulcu:;ed evidence collected .from
experimental v[ork on animals, and clinical observations
\

subjects, iti would be extremely difficult to

on

deny that emotional stimuli do not ex(';rt a (luite marked
effect on gastro-intest;inal motor function.
this it is not stro,nge t

t

In vievI of

clinician, who adequately

stro-intef)t,inal complaints, must take into

treats

sicleration functioYlEtl elements

ill

COll-

tl1.e causoLion of

_,.he :cec
Lional
(Jut;

Hi 1l3,:;-ure

has fou:::id a:p)roval in modern

boo}:es,

so cOl1vilJ.cing is the evidence on this point

organic disease of the g8.stro-intei3·uinal cannot be
ac1e

tely ex)lained

llTl~e~~;:;t,he

fUnctional element is

consideration.
~ose

I~ 1S

~hen,
s~rnc1rolile s,

of this paper to discuss functi

certain organic diseases

\'"'hich func

onal oonsioera-

tions cannot be overlooked.

are often

functional disturbances of

operation

vo

stro-intestinal tract

revealed[:;~10ir

n
LI.

(1 )

and

true idonti ty.

Functional Spasms
OllS .,

SYJ2.110'i.i solid foods, bilateral t:lI'oat

They are readily diagnosed

neurotic

individuals by 2.ilOst clinicians, everl 'Titl'
e:x: ctlTli nat ions •

Ferenczi (28) VITitos that one of the

TIl0.l1Bst; hystel~icQl

Cortl-

festations is -(,he s:sn:n:ptom of globus

hystericus, that peculiar condition of spasm of the oeso}}hage[~l

mlJ.scula ture along \lith anotlleT:)esophageal

tom, the 10 s of the s11allo1.'ling reflex.

He proves "chat

tion on the :part of the lJatient, but an .!J.ot1..w.l somatic
[iltera tion.
(2)

Curdiospasm
Idiopathic dilation of

'0~18

08sop11o.31..1s Fi thout ana-

tomic stenosis, I:lOre co:mr:lonly desiGnated

a~)

c;:;.rdio
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produo ing s2rrrllJtoms
of oesopllageal obstruction.

Cardinal

SYT;l:p~Olns

of tile ciis"-

ease are e:pi€;ast1'ic lJain, dys})hagia Emd regurgitation (20).
The etiologioal psyohic disturbance is usually superficial and can be treated

succes3full~T

in its early stages

by psycho-therapy (59).
,

\

l3)

Pylorospasm.
3-'1

:)1' the lJylorus may re sul t

from organi c infl-

uences or from purely psychogenic factors.
states that GlJ_e spasm

a:O~Jears

and 0.1 thouf)-:" duodenal

ulcel~,

bve (27)

about two hours after food,
ap:)endicitis, gall stones,

etc. may cause this condition, there is frequently no
organic oondition to be found.

Alkan (1) says that this

disorder may be very deceptive in its siraulation of all
the various single symptoms of organic )yloric obstruction.

But on operation the pylorus, relaxed in narcosis,

fails to shml any stenosis.

A humiliating finding!

I

But it is even more humiliating Vlnen the patient, fearing operation, refuses it and is cured readily by the
quqck.

Eunctional pylorospasm may lead to changes in

the stomach similar to those l;roc1uced in the OeS01)hagus
by cardiospasm.

'll11ere is a TJractical application of

mental control of the jJylorus.

lfreQuen-blv
'"

'of

trIe duo-

denal cap is slow in a)}Jearing a short; conversation vli th
the patient on the subject of favorite foods will produce

- 30 a prompt relaxation of the pyloric sphincter.
(4)

Spasm of the ileo-ceoal sphincter.
l'here is· a definite sphincter in the small bowel at

its point of entrance into the caecum.

This should relax

during a meal to allow the small gutta li::110ad slovfly in
readine s s for fresh traffic.

\Vhen it fails to do so, there

may be abdominal pain and a tender tUIllor of the size and
shape of a sausage may be felt just above and parallel to
Poupartfs ligament.

This

above the sphincter (27).

i~

the contracted ileum just

Elliot (26) concluded from his

experimental studies that the ileo-cecal ,junction is
sphincteric in nature and may be Blade to contract under·
the influence of the stimulation of s;Y'1npathetic nerves.
Since more \<,rill be said on this subject later, it will
suffice at this point to suggest the possibility of right
sided abdominal pain as a result of sphincter spasm.
(5)

SpaSIt1 of anal sphincter
Spasm at this point is not

infre~lent

rather severe rectal pains at times.

causing

A certain group of

patients,obviously neurotic, consider that during their
attacks they are unable to pass wind either freely or
quietly (27).

:Psychic processes leading to conscious

inhibition of the defecation reflex are, on the one hand
shame, on the other fear of pain.

In young girls v]ho
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see in the animal functions of the body a debasing of the
human ideal, who, in comJjany, consciously repress defecation, the whole process of defecation becomes disturbed.
'rhe rectal mucosa becomes hyperthetic, the sphincters
hypertonic, their results the condition of

]Jro~togerlic

constipation.
(oj

Spasm of Sm.all Intestine
Spasm of the small intesuine resulting in symptoms

of mechanical obstruction is not unl:novm.l'rauma, neurasthenia, hysteria, and intrinsic factors operating with
the bowel have been observed to give rise to the condition.

Many of these patients are definitely neurotic (21).

Heyer (34) reports an operation on a nurse with a diagnosis of iliac strangulation.

Nothing was fou:r;.d except

rings of contraction about one cm. VIi de , with complete
obstruction of the lumen in different parts of the intestine.

After "Che abdomen was sewed up, there having been

no :further surgical ljrocedure, the patient
complaints.

ViaS

free from

'1.'here are many cases on record of this sam.e

nature, all of which serve to illustrate the fact that
psychic factors may produce a physiological condition, \ .
which may simulate organic disease.

-

IV.

Spastic Colon.

l'J.LUCOUS
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Coli tis •

Ulcerative Coli tis.

That there is a marked psychic factor in these conditions of the colon, the abundant literature will testify.
In the limited space of this paper it will suffice to
touch only the surface.

Many years ago, DaCosta (22)

gave a classical description of the disorder associated
vlith colic..

'rhe disease is characterized by attacks of

abdominal pain follov!ed by the discharge of ..vhat looks like
skins or membranes, sometimes coming off in the shape of
motllds or long tubes.

There may be but oneatt.ack, but

this is very exceptional; much more generally one }J8..roxysm is followed after an interval of months by another,
and yet another •••

~.I

wish to insist upon the necessity

of inquiring, in every case of anomalous nervous symptoms
particularly, 1,[hen happening in hysterical persons, the
frequency of the condition in individuals who present
hysterical or neurasth,enic s;ymptoms vvaE3 noted by von
Noorden (65).

He considered that a neurosis of motility

and secretion of the large intestine 1,vas involved.

Boas

(10) found a neurasthenic strain in most cases of mucous
membranous colitis.

Liddell (40) has also emphasized

the close relationships of nervous disturbances associat.ed
with this condition.

Baker (5) reviewing the literature

on the subject, concludes that of all the factors concerned with the production of the condition of irritable

-
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colon, the factor most generally agreed upon as being of
undoubtable importance is the unstable nervous system.
In a study of fifty cases Bocku.s (11) concluded that
the condition is due to an underlying basis of instability of vegetative nervous system.

Another

autho~

states

that acute exacerbations of SYIl1ptoms often accorrJ.}Jany
nervous shoclc or emotional disturbances.

Yioodyot (68)

reports a case of spasm of sigtiloid colon which for hours
simulated organic obstruction, and which was later found
to be due to an emotional upset.

He goes on to say tr.tat

he has seen a number of ")Jatients 11ho have been operated
on once or twice, and some of

t~hem

more times for condi-

tions analagous to this.
Iviurray

(f32)

vrri ting on ulcerative coli tis concludes

that the reality of an actual nervous link between mental
states and colon disturbances is virtually proved by the
abundance of histories which reveal a close time relationship bet\'!6en the mental and -physical symptoms.

The

outstand1ng traits in colitis lJatients, besides fearfulness is their emotional immaturity.

It goes without

saying that diarrhea 1s an infant res})onse to fear.
Aside from their physical SJ'1l11Jtoms, the colitis })atients
revealed definite childish elements in their make-up.
Of a group of cases interviewed, all were tied to their
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mothers except one who had found a mother substitute in
an older sister.

Although nothing can be absolutely

proved as yet, the evidence is very suggestive that the
most severe cases of" colitis with bloody diarrhea, and
ulcera~ions

have a psychological factor in their etiology

of the kind similar to that which has long been recognized
as existing in simple diarrheas and in mucous colitis.
l'hat the disease is often purely nervous in origin
can be seen from the fact that occasionally a man or vroman
who has never had trouble before vIill, after severe nervous shock, suffer a violent attacl{ and will l)ass a large
mucous cast oft;he bowel.

3ulli van and Chandler (62)

investigated some further cases of ulcerative colitis.
They

re~)ort

six cases in which

~)sychogenic

factors seem

to have })layed a major part in the ol1set and course of the
disease.

~e

believe that psychotherapy matGrially alters

the prognosis in these cases.

From this amount of evi-

dence it seems aafe to conclude that psychogenic factors
play a very definite role in disorders of the colon.
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v.

Peptic Ulcer

GastroenterolCJJ;Y dealing vii th stomach and intestine
is concerned vIi th vi tal apparatus vv-hich is perhaps more
than any other physiological system exposed to blows from
both ponderable and imponderable worlds.

I)hysical,

chemical, and thermal onslaughts alternate vdth the rapid
fire of

~motions

ual confusions.

such as fear, anger, jealousy, and sexYet :no tvlO stomachs [md no tvm intestinal

tracts react similarly to any of these menaces.

l'his is

because the gastrointestinal tract is not tIle man;t;he
vvhole man is "Ghe digestive mechanism, and as the whole
man resJonds to the pressure of the whole environment, so
will any of his oarts respond for each cell and system
',:ithin him is starnped indelibly VIi th his special mark.
Fear which is clearly an important factor in the digesti ve disturbance of the "gastric ulcer race is of tVJO
sorts:

(1)

There is a chronic substratum of anxiety due
to the Derson's constitutional sensitiveness
to the threat ofGhe female component.

(2)

There is the acute or ])recipi tating fear occasioned by the accident or insult I:'!hich
produces a tranfJient Ia.enace to life, limb,
or ego.

Those of peptic ulcer race are

COill-

-
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posed of persons of a definite constitutional
Having reviewed over one thousand
cases, their conclusion, states in essence

t

ulcer is not a local disease of the stomach
'0, 11.
~

t-,~

0P,

1-"u.~v,
q +-, -'-,' e I'

-0
]-,
• •
1 •
'.'Clon.
•
OLPSycHosoma'Clc
pI' e Ctl_SpOSl

Cushing (210.) having ob3erved three acute perforations following the re1110val of cerebellar tumors made an
extensive review of the literature on the neurogenic aspects of ulcer

pa~hogenesis,

and conducted several ex-

neriments of

s ovm .J:l1is vlork led

to beli.eve '[;ha t
the diencephalon.

he says that

rir:lental lesions anywhere in the inte1'-

cranial course of

se fiber tracts from anterior hypo-

thalaraus to vagal center are prOEG to cause

stric

erosions, perforations, or ulcers.
' ;' 1:1e interbrain has been

control; but

~~hovm

to be t

sea t of

experi);l1entallj decorticated anLaals,

:[)l"obably

l'eleas,::;; of the syJJl!mthe tic nucleus in

the Dosterior

'Ghalamus, there oeemr explosions of

"shara ra,ge n accompanied by a lilass ci,ischarge of the sYf:lryathico-adrenal

em.
CCE1di-

i.;ions is li1-(e"\:[ise strongly af ected by 'osychic

influence~;.
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EU\:J8ver this may be direct s-cinula:'ion of
beT tracts.

of

A

functional relerose of

s from the paralysis of
thetic fibers Ie
hypermotility,

nil

hy~ersecretion,

s to

a

a,

hY(iertonicit\T, 83'98cially marked in
c contractions of

t.
-r)OD

hypero

lJly S'L:.'!T)lerllented by local accompanying

spasms of the
LSC

C

c infarction are produced, leaving

0I"

the overlying mucosa
racid juices.
hi

,~

""

:;:~S()rlS

l;ability, classified

e

So it may easily be tll.at

aS~Jaras;Yl11)athetic

vagatonic,

and heavy responsibility, combined vii t::1 other
icularly ]rone to

~ave

chronic digestive

6astric neuroses and acute ulcerations.
neurosis may evolve into an acui:;e ulcer

A

tric
tesThomas

(67).

A group of acute gastroduodenal ulcers'has, in

a

:)ereentage of cases, shovvn autoIJ.oIllie imbalanee

similar to -Ghat of gastric neurosis.

L~onsarrat

the evidence available Doints to

USl)
rations

in gastric rhytl1J:ll being the IJrimary morbid condition

"Ii/hich :persistent, leads to the developE1E;nt of ulceratiOll],.
This morbid condition may have its origin in toxic,
psychic, or reflex influences.

Alkan (1) discusses the

patll.ogenesis of ulcer from the Dsychosomatic point of view.
In the last analysis ulcer is the result of a central
process

cll is either psychically caused or at least

)hysically conditioned, leading to anatomical alteration;::)
only as a result of anatomical preconditions of the
stomach.

"~(;tu.ally

the ulcer is only the last lIl.anifesta-

tion of the disease.

'Ihe fundamental }')rooes,':) COl1Im.on to

all its :phases is hypermotili ty- in the antrum region and
simult:;aneously hypersecretion ..
30ye (14) 'drl 'Ges:

Of oourse the nervous manifesta-

bions often can be easily explained as secondary uhenomena,
but the frequent occurrence of nervous alteration ITlakes
their primary etiological significance also very highly
probable..

In any case, experienoe has shovm that the

.

.

nervous dysfunctions involved are of prL,ary lIil')Or-Cance
icular1y for the intensity and stubbornness of the
subjective S:y1111JtOTTlS.

A further point of interest is the

increasing recognition of psychic factors in the etiology
of ulcer and recurrent attacks thereof.
~inhorn

(25) on the basis of an extensive study,

1'inds that psychic influences, such as anger, shock,
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emotion, and business reversesolay a causative role :Ln
the development and recuTrent attacks of ulcer."
(38) cites a case in which the patient had four 8a8troenterostomies performed for recurrent ulcers follmving
as many emotional crises.i'here are fev! articles discussing specifically the role of psychic factors in the
etiology of ulcer.

This is not surprising as a peptic

ulcer cannot be psychogenic as, :['or exam.ple, globus
hystericus or cardiospasm; it cannot be the organ-symbolic
expression of an emotional conflict and tell the story
of this conflict, as it vlere, in the norgan language. n
It may be said that in ulcer we have an exmnple of indirect

-

rather than direct psychogenesis, a fact vrhich is responsible for some of t.he confusion in the literature.

It

is well };:novm that t.he secretory and motor functions of
the stomach are markedly influenced by psychic factors.
Accordingly, to the extent to vihich disturbances of

theE"lt':~

functions play a role in the etiolomr of ulcer, psychic
factors must be recognlzed as etiological.
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VI.

Gastric Neuroses

In the experience of every physician are patie:ats
presenting gastro-intestinal cOJ!1plaints for which no
organic pathology can be demonstrated.

McLester (49),

interested in this problem, kept oarel'tl1 records of the
last one thousand patients coming to

s office.

Of

this group, organic disease vras the Drobclble cause in
67.2 per cent while 32.6 per cent did not have any recognizable organic pathology.

Since

~he

gastro-intes inal

tract may well be regarded as the barometer ,of physical
v'lell being, it is nQt a stretch of the imagination to
regard it as

a

barometer of mental well being.ille

gastric neurotic may be variously classified and his
symptoms may include 1:;11e entire range of possible cori1})laints.

I like the classification that Alvarez (3)

has adopted in an attempt to catalogue the gastric
~1.eurotic

(1)

•
Fatigue Neurosis.

This is the most common

diagnosis of the group.

The clinical picture

is that of a man or woman '\Iv-ho has broken down
under -ehe strain of overwork, heavy res-nonsihility, no vacations, and, perhaps, insomnia.
'1'11e symptoms are generally vague as compared

.-

\:1 t11 those of 'Jatients ·wi tll orGanic di sease,

- 41 and they consist, ordinarily, of 10's of appetite, distress after meals, flatulence, belching, constipation, and general hynersensitiveD.SSS.

(n)
,0

'femperi.mental Indigestion.

'11his term is used

to describe the troubles of certain men and
"\'vomen Viho get along well enoug11 "Lmtil some annoyance sets them off into an emotional debauch.
If they vvould only learn not to let other
peo:ple annoy them, if they would avoid losing
their temper as they VJQuld avoid the plague,
and if they vmuld learn to control their emotions, they would be y;ell.
(~~)

Anxiety Neurosis..

This term is useful for

designating those cases in vrhich, after the
sudden death of a relative or friend, or after
a visit to a pessimistic or
at'

after the a 9pearance of
0

tactl~ss

s~rnl"ptorn::l

physician,
"vhich are

thought to be due to the return of old,
.

~rea

i11~11

t e d SyPtll_lS,
1 '1'
the patient becomes terror-

stricl-cen.

It might Tlerhaps be used also in

those cases jon vThich the I)atient has to watch
the slav! death of som.e loved one, or in 'iv-h1ch
a man Ii ves in dt1.ily Gread of bankruptcy or of
arrest or conviction for some serious crime.

-

(4)
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Marital Infelicity.

In sorrle cases, the dia(3l1osis

11111St be marital in1'elici ty.

There are, unfor-

tunately, many persons 'who have to
together in spite of the faot that
oome to loathe eaoh other.

on living
~hey

have

'J:heir trouble s find

expression in the gastro-intestinal tract.

(5)

Nervous Vom.iting.
be a

se~arate

I believe that there should

classification for the girls and

young vmrilen \':ho VOT/li t or regurgi tate immediate...
ly after meals or exoitement, .I'he problem is
rarely one of indigesGion because Lhe food vihich
is retained is generally handled comfortably,
and operations on the SGomacn or bOYlel are
1:10rsethan useless.
(6)

Psychopathy.

ihe gastroenterologist sees many

'l'hey are worn out and on the verg€\ of a nervous
breakdovm, not because tll.eir vmrl'C is hard, but
beoause they have
cause they spend their Y:lental energies so
riotously and so unv!isely, and because they
adjl.1.st themselves so poorly to the demands of
the world about them.

'-Phey fuss and fret openly

or silently over litcle things, and they expend, over trifles, more thought 'and enerGY

-
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than a sensible man Dr \IOman'Juts into a v.reek I s
work.

:Dlev! physicians seem to realize the im-

portance of insane ancestry
of many of the disease pictures they see.
kany of these 'Jatients not onl:}'" ';\forry c:tbout their
illness, but fear the diseases they ;night have.

Some

spend much energy trying to diagnose their ovvn troubles,
and to deciEie on tjle
oveI~

pro~oer

treatment.

Some are grieving

death of a dear relative and accusing themselves

t

bitterly

sins either of omission or of com.mission.

Others have religious and moral doubts and no matter

I10W

gentle and quiet and devoted a life they may have lead,
they torture themselves with the idea that they have committed the unpardonable sin.

On and on these types of

individuals might be recited.
Constipation, flatulence, diarrhea, vomiting, feeling
of fulness after meals, anorexia, bulimia, abdominal
pain, etc. may be sYYJ1ptoms resultine; from psychogenic
disturbances.

Bedenfield (6) Hould place the functional

disorders into three groups:
(1)

Constitutionally inferior individuals.

(2)

Individuals of a neurotic character who respond'Go life's d;ifficulties by way of the
digestive system.

- 44 (3)

J:hose whose S:y1TI]lt;oms are the 1'e suIt of' a failure
of repression.

;rhat disease should be either orf;anic or :functional
is a conception not intended in this paper, rather that
the individual as a Vlhole be considered when evaluating
any given set of S"y111ptoms.
reaction to illness 1n two

Otherwise, how explain the
~·)atients

';lith similar les10ns,

yet vd th a marked difference in the severi

of sympcons

complained of, and a marked difference in the course of
the illness •

l'11e COlJ.ragt-o of one pat;ient in the f·ace of

Dain and discomfort and IlLs cletermination to fight off the

-

illness, and

~he

resignation and despair of the second

patient comes vvi thin the exp8riences of every ·)hysician.
It has elsevrhere been emphasized the part that

~,:lsychogenic

influences [{light have on ini tlating organic disease, but
vlhat of the patient vvi th organic disease to vrhich is added
deleterious psychogenic influences.

Since these 1n1'luen-

ces may initiate disease, it is no misplacement of logic
to iuply that they may and do aggravate the severity of'
organic disease.

A.s Murvish (53) states, "lv:Lany organic

abdominal cliseases have a large functional element
superadded.\!

Recognition of this fact might help to

·
.1
'".~...p. ac,
exp 1 aln
·G~1e
SeeITllng
lneL .clCY
...

patients.

~edicine

(')

OT

t'
-r.;rea-r.;men",
In many
r

,

alone cannot heal a gas

c ulcer
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an UJ.1re solved.

if in that patient

,

..

"~

el~10l~lona...L

conflict.
:;~verybody,

sicle or I've 11 , is affected in one VIay or

another, consciously or subconsciously,
and spiritual forces that bear on his life, and especially t.o the sick such forces may act as powerful stimulancs
~:{llat

or de]'Jressants.
is no.LG just a

is s-ooken of as a <1clinic3.1 l)iciJure n

photogra~)h

of a man sick in bed; it is an

ssionistic painting of the
11i S

1101118,

by

s relations, his friends, his

I-li s

joys, sorrows, 110-:1 es, and fears.

-

surrou~ded

ient

S;;very human being has,

, suffered for a few hours or days the
tortures of anxiety over
ill, or

~erhaps

:J.

loved

it Das jealou

\~JIle

vrho

a

in the stocl( Llarket, a note c

critically

ly row, a cre.sll
~-

1'0ant 1m! suit.

ment, or-an

'\:EtS

broken

Inagine for a moment

that sort. of anxieCc.y cont,inued day in and day out for
months, and

ichol:3

1'eo.SI)l1

r~

~

,

\.;]11;

111nesses'.;iLL become

j'Ol"

des an appropriate conclusion

ELl1cieD.t associaGion of l'J.edicine '_-lith the
Si[::;'11ifica~1ce,

te.Jhe priestly

ele~;Lent,

Cll1d jn8(lici ne }TIllst

eler,1er1\:;

re
fullest influence

gene~al

interests

-

!:b6 . . .
c::;e on

o:n.

t]~l8

c ::ide,

f;

emd to ::1 1

e lack

of
CYL~.l-":

Jlll1116 rou s

t;ient,s ,;d vh

i1'
have

}10

psych02~enebi0

~rlulti tudi:ClOUS

disorders; Vfe

cOllllllaints; 1ve

efl'ective t1'e3:Gment·c,0 offer them; we are glad to

tice.

se sufferers are just as

c disease, and if
are e

:.Cuiled in

activities.

ally entitled to

~elief

is possible

If

:[01""'

our

COllCltlSi011S

(1) l.)syollOf;enio influences

profoundly alter

~o~~

secretory activities of the

-tinal "l;ract.
I ') I
\!~ I

dl).ce

influt:uoe s

t

organic disorders, and

for Jore serious

\~ich

stalcen as

primary organic disorder.
( ;) )

i:"sychogeni 0 ir.fluelLoe s

~;iU s~

be

deratIon in sucI1 condi"clons as
oolil,i;3,

disease,

(;5)

~Jepliic

ci11

\/110

;llt~COUS

ulcer,

coolon, uloerative coli

(4) Gastric neuroses Nay develo)

)atienlis

into consi-

independell~

c·

0.

of

orga~ic

ant TJor"liion of those

oonsult the gastro-enterologist.

c neurosis lliay be super-i qosed on organic

disease.
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